[This paper is part of the Focused Collection on Upper Division Physics Courses.] Students learning to separate variables in order to solve a differential equation have multiple ways of correctly doing so. The procedures involved in separation include division or multiplication after properly grouping terms in an equation, moving terms (again, at times grouped) from one location on the page to another, or simply carrying out separation as a single act without showing any steps. We describe student use of these procedures in terms of Hammer's resources, showing that each of the previously listed procedures is its own "piece" of a larger problem solving activity. Our data come from group examinations of students separating variables while solving an air resistance problem in an intermediate mechanics class. Through detailed analysis of four groups of students, we motivate that the mathematical procedures are resources and show the issues that students must resolve in order to successfully separate variables. We use this analysis to suggest ways in which new resources (such as separation) come to be.
I. INTRODUCTION
As part of a project to describe mathematical problem solving in physics from a resources perspective [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , we have looked at students' understanding of variables [7] , understanding of integration constants [8] , the use of multiple methods for finding unknown integration constants [9, 10] , and students' choice of epistemic games [11] when carrying out integration. While carrying out these studies, we regularly observed students struggling with algebra in some contexts and not in others. There is an extensive literature on the teaching and learning of algebra (as summarized in Refs. [12, 13] ), but little work has been done in physics. One area in which students struggle with algebraic manipulation is the separation of variables, used, for example, to isolate terms in a first order differential equation so that one can integrate the two sides of an equality independently. We have found that students who are otherwise strong in their algebraic skills (as observed in classroom activities or on examinations) have difficulties when separating variables. In this paper, we use the discussion of students resolving their difficulties to extend our understanding of student reasoning in a physics class.
We model reasoning in terms of a theoretical framework focused explicitly on variability of students' reasoning in problem solving: Hammer's resources [1] . This framework has been valuable in understanding conceptual [3] [4] [5] [6] and epistemological [14] [15] [16] reasoning as well as the transfer of knowledge [2] . We extend the framework to include mathematical actions, which we call "procedural resources" [9] . We show that mathematical actions meet more than one of the definitions of resources (two of which are discussed below). This enriches our understanding of the use of mathematics in physics, suggesting both instructional and analytical tools to expand our knowledge of learning in physics.
To make our case, we look at just one step in a long problem in which students needed to describe the motion of a thrown object. As part of the problem, students are required to separate variables. The task is a relatively simple one, as long as one understands that the derivative (in this case, dv=dt) can be treated as a fraction. We do not observe students having problems with that aspect of the problem. Instead, they struggle with how to group terms appropriately in order to create an equation with variables isolated on each side of the equation. (Other aspects of our work investigate what happens after this point, as students begin to integrate [9] [10] [11] . ) We begin this paper with a discussion of the resources framework, including a brief discussion of local coherence and compilation of resources. This is followed by a description of our research setting and analysis methods. Next, we present data from four groups discussing the separation of variables in an air resistance problem. Finally, we discuss our results and their meaning within the resources framework and their implications for instruction and curriculum design. Our central point is that the mathematical actions discussed in this paper can be thought of as procedural resources.
II. MODELING STUDENTS' IDEAS USING THE RESOURCES FRAMEWORK
The reasoning resources framework proposed by Hammer [1] and extended by Hammer, Redish, and others [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 17, 18] was introduced as a kind of "knowledge in pieces" approach to thinking [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] with a specific emphasis on problem solving in physics. We think of knowledge pieces as schemalike units of thinking which are activated in a given setting to reason about a given topic. Most of the "pieces" discussed in the physics education research literature (see, for example, Refs. [5, 21, 23] ) describe these as basic, "primitive" ideas which are developed early in life and used in later life to make sense of complicated new situations.
Several kinds of small-scale conceptual knowledge have been described in the literature, including "agents" [18] , "facets of knowledge" [20] , "phenomenological primitives" (p-prims) [21] , "mathematical forms" [22, 25] , and "intuitive rules" [24] . A discussion of the differences between these different descriptions of knowledge is beyond the scope of this paper. In our work, we have used Hammer's "resources" [1] . Hammer describes them as elements of a problem solving activity that can be of any cognitive scale. We make an analogy to printing a document from a computer. One would need a printer, drivers, and a program from which to print the document. Each of these-the program, the driver, or the printer-is a resource when attempting to print the desired document. They are of different natures (software and hardware) and scales (a driver is a small piece of code in the operating system, specific to the printer; a program is a larger piece of code independent of the operating system, where many programs can print to the printer). They are each necessary in their own way, and solving the problem of printing requires that all be used in the correct order. Finally, they are all useful, though they might be useless until used in conjunction with other resources.
Resources, like most schemalike theories, are helpful in organizing our description of knowledge into "chunks" of information, consistent with what we know about working memory. Working memory is fast but limited [26] ; it can hold only a few items at a time, and those only for a few seconds (see, for example, Ref. [27] ). However, the "items" in working memory may encode considerable structure. Resources, as described above, are one way of describing the at times highly encoded structure of chunks of knowledge. Even very basic knowledge pieces might have considerable substructure. A knowledge piece like dying away, a phenomenological primitive (p-prim) described by DiSessa [21] , requires an object, a property of the object, a time-dependent change in the property, and that the change be a gradual lessening. This is clearly not a primitive idea when treated analytically, but dying away is used readily and easily to describe the sound of a rung bell and the motion of an object given a shove across a floor. In this paper, we discuss student reasoning in terms of the procedural resources of problem solving that eventually come to be an easily usable resource. We provide examples of the resources in our data and discuss creation of new resources after.
Before we are able to do so, we must first determine whether the mathematical actions we observe students engaged in can be thought of as procedural resources. We look to the descriptions of resources given in the literature. Sayre and Wittmann [28] describe resources as "individual reusable thoughts" that can exist in two states (activated in a situation or not) and are connected to other thoughts, while having some level of internal structure that is perhaps apparent to the user, but possibly not. We show below that each of these criteria is met by our procedural resources. We also consider Scherr's analysis of the pieces model [17] , in which knowledge pieces are mutually independent, context dependent, and indeterminate. We show that these criteria are also met in our analysis of procedural resources.
The resources framework allows for the idea that resources can develop at any time in one's learning career and can be applied usefully in many different settings. Ideas about resource creation include compilation [29] of a locally coherent set of resources [2] and reification of processes into mental objects [30] [31] [32] . Our work adds to the discussion of the resources framework by providing examples of students who have not yet compiled the procedural resource of separating, suggesting that there are multiple ways of doing so.
In the discussion, we revisit these points and discuss the advantages of using a resources framework to explain student mathematical problem solving in physics.
III. RESEARCH DESIGN
The work described in this paper was part of a larger project to study student use of mathematics in advanced physics courses at a large state university [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Part of our larger project was to understand student use of mathematics in an advanced physics class and develop learning materials to help these students in their learning. Thus, our attention was focused on student use of mathematics, their difficulties and strengths, and the ways in which these were manifested in group learning activities.
In this section, we describe the classroom setting, including a description of the student population studied. We describe the problem we studied and its possible solutions. We describe how the sample of students studied was chosen, and end with a discussion of constraints on our data collection and its effects on our analysis.
A. Classroom setting
The study took place in a sophomore-level mechanics course in which students are required to have a course in differential equations as a corequisite. Class size was between 12 and 20 students. The framework of the mechanics course was primarily Newtonian, with only brief discussions of Lagrangian mechanics and the variational principle. The topic of first order linear differential equations typically came in the first few weeks of the course.
Students in the course used the Intermediate Mechanics Tutorials [33] [34] [35] in about a third of their classes. In these activities, students work to combine their conceptual and mathematical knowledge of mechanics using guided questions. These small group learning activities are based on the Tutorials in Introductory Physics [36] as well as the Activity-Based Tutorials [37, 38] .
B. Student population
Students taking the Intermediate Mechanics course exhibited a large range of experience and ability in mathematics and physics. Most were physics or engineering physics majors or minors. Students had typically completed introductory physics courses in mechanics, electromagnetism, and optics. Some had a course in modern physics, and many were taking a course in relativity in parallel. Although Intermediate Mechanics was a sophomore level course, the students in this study were fairly equally divided among sophomores and juniors, with some seniors included, leading to a disparity in mathematics backgrounds-about half had already taken a course in differential equations and half took it concurrently. Notably, there was no relationship between a student's class standing (sophomore, junior, or senior) and their mathematics class; some sophomores had already taken differential equations, and some seniors were taking it concurrently. A total of over 50 students were observed as part of the research described in this paper. About 20 are represented in the groups described in this paper, though not all spoke and are therefore not all named in the episodes described below.
In early parts of the Intermediate Mechanics course, students solved first-order, separable differential equations (e.g., m dv=dt ¼ −bv). For many students, this was an introduction to the method of separation of variables, since their corequisite differential equations course had not yet introduced the topic. However, mastery of the algebra required to separate variables was expected of all students, given the mathematics pre-and corequisites for the course. Separation of variables was simply an extension of algebra that included the treating a differential term (dv=dt) as a fraction.
C. The problem and its solutions
As part of our regular classroom instruction, we assigned students several problems on a group quiz given after several weeks of instruction on air resistance problems and first order linear differential equations. We asked students to start from Newton's second law to solve the problem of a large object (such as a beach ball) being thrown vertically downward (see the first line of Fig. 1 ) and to find the velocity of the ball as a function of position. We told them to treat down as positive and that the object was beginning at greater than terminal velocity. They were given no other information, and had to know, for example, that an object of this size would best be described with v 2 drag forces acting on it. (In one episode below, students did not make this assumption, but this does not affect our data for the purposes of this paper.) All of the observed students successfully moved from the first line to the last line of equations shown in Fig. 1 .
The focus of this paper is on what they did at that point. All the groups recognized that the task was to separate variables. To indicate this, we start our transcripts with a student statement to that effect, when possible.
To correctly separate the variables, one might group the terms on the left, (mg − bv 2 ), and then divide both sides of the equation by the grouped term and multiply both sides of the equation by dx. This would move all the terms of x to the right side of the equation and all the terms of v to the other. Or, one might take the metaphorical language of the previous sentence ("move all the terms") and enact it through gestures (as discussed in Ref. [39] ). That, or simply write down the equation with separated variables and be done with it.
In the data discussed below, we show that students use several procedural resources. First, there is grouping, in which terms are combined into a single new term. Second, there are the mathematical procedures of subtraction, multiplication, and division. Finally, there is the possibility of moving, which may also require grouping and may involve other actions like pointing and dragging. These gestural elements of moving are not the point of this paper, and are discussed elsewhere [39] in more detail.
We note that all groups eventually accomplished the same task successfully. But, not all immediately solved the problem correctly. In the process of discussing possible solutions, students evaluated the usefulness of the different resources, as will be shown below. 
D. Choice of student sample
To observe student reasoning during the group quiz, we video recorded all students as they worked in small groups of 3 or 4. The students were videotaped with permission, in part to allow the instructor to review their work after the quiz was completed (and assign partial credit where needed) and in part for the purposes of research on how students discussed mathematics in a testing environment. Cameras were placed on tripods at a distance that would allow all the students in the group to be filmed. Because of a lack of cameras, only one camera per table was used.
We observed three kinds of student interactions in our groups. Some groups did not talk while separating variables, so we have no information on what they were doing or their reasoning as they did it. Other groups talked, but did not discuss their reasoning; we give one example, below. The groups we analyzed were those which described their reasoning when isolating the variables in a simple equation.
Video data were collected over the course of three years of instruction. In year 1, we recorded all five groups as they worked on this problem. Of these, two talked about separation of variables in detail. In year 2, one of the groups provided an excellent example of procedures we had seen in classroom settings but had not yet seen in that detail in the group quiz. In year 3, a further group stood out as providing a unique way of discussing these procedures. We analyzed these four groups as an illustration of the kinds of procedures that students might use when solving this kind of problem. Other groups, not analyzed in this paper, showed similar reasoning or talked less than these particular groups.
E. Constraints on our data selection and analysis
Small class sizes allowed us to record video data of every group, but restricted us to a small number of groups each year. We gathered data from multiple years in order to have sufficient data to examine patterns, but we do not claim to have observed all possible problem-solving methods or to know what methods may be most common in a broad student population. Rather, as discussed below, our observations begin to build a list of procedural resources that at least some number of students brought to these classes; further research would be required in order to uncover other resources or to study their prevalence among different populations.
Because we gathered data from multiple years of instruction, we increased the variability in students' backgrounds, the specifics of instruction, and other variables. For example, during the time of this study, one author (M. C. W.) taught the course twice and the other (K. E. B.) taught the course once. By combining these data into a single study, we have chosen to leave out course-specific variables in our discussion of students' mathematics use, and instead focus on very general behaviors shared by all the studied groups.
In addition, collecting data during an authentic group activity, as opposed to a group interview, meant that not all groups verbalized their actions as they worked through the targeted task. Some looked off each other's paper without talking at any point, others worked independently and arrived at the same point without discussion, and others discussed only the answer they arrived at, not how they arrived at it. A consequence is that we do not know what all the students in the course did, only those that spoke about their reasoning. The motivations for speaking (such as a strong student needing to explain to a weaker one what is happening at a particular point) might affect the data since such discourse might be more like the explanation of a solution and less the invention of a solution.
Third, the lack of cameras (we had only 5 available to us) meant that we only had one camera to use per group. These cameras were far enough away from the table to include all group members, but were typically too far to allow us to read what students wrote on their papers. Also, they used a screen resolution that did not allow for zooming in more closely while still being able to read what students wrote. This affected our data from year 1; we describe our best interpretations of student work in the episodes below. In years 2 and 3, we asked students to use a whiteboard and markers as they discussed, and we were able to see more of their writing during their discussions.
F. Analysis of data
Our first data were selected by one author (K. E. B.) while reviewing the year 1 results from all groups. She noticed that students' actions varied from group to group while solving this particular part of the problem. After finding three of the groups to be of interest (while two did not talk), she brought the video of these groups to our 15-person research group meeting. At that point, she presented her preliminary interpretation of the data and a detailed discussion followed. Her first interpretation was not this final version but instead focused on the use of mathematical terminology, did not focus on the gestures students used, and was not yet connected to a resources interpretation. Further interpretations were suggested and discussed, and the analysis was refined as it was put into the context of the larger study. Throughout, we used interaction analysis as described by Jordan and Henderson [40] and a modified version of grounded theory [41, 42] in which repeated discussion allowed for the emergence of categories and descriptions of the data that were agreed upon by all participants.
In our choice of data, we came to rely on two different types of observation. We began by focusing on student discourse, attending to students' word choice and their inflection. However, student use of some phrases, like "move this over there" or "this whole term," were ambiguous until we examined the video to describe both the context of the activity and the gestures students used at those moments. For a review of gesture analysis [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] as it is used in the separation of variables, we refer the reader to a previous publication [39] .
In this paper, both discourse and gesture analysis were used to provide evidence for the claim that students' mathematical actions can be thought of as procedural resources.
IV. RESOURCE USE WHEN SEPARATING VARIABLES
We observed different ways in which students in a group activity combined the procedural resources of grouping, moving, multiplication, and division, and some debate about subtracting, as well. In this section, we present several episodes (transcripts and description of events) to illustrate variations in student actions; in the following discussion, we analyze the consequences of variations in student activities and thinking.
We suggest that for a typical physicist, separating variables in this problem might be a necessary but trivial step in working through the problem. This appeared to be the case for one of the stronger students in the class, alias Phil. While solving the problem, Phil did not verbalize any explanation of his steps; he simply arrived at an answer, as follows:
1 Phil: OK, now we want to separate variables. We have mv dv over mg minus bv squared equals [makes noises while writing] uhh, dx.
(We number lines of transcript sequentially in this paper to help in the discussion of group interactions.) Though we cannot see what is on the page, we hear him speak the correct answer, arrived at with no explicit algebraic steps indicated. We believe that students eventually arrive at this level of expertise, using the procedure as a single resource, much like addition and multiplication become basic resources (e.g., primitive [21] ) to a student. We return to this point in the discussion.
A. Sarah divides and multiplies to separate
For three students, Sarah, Paul, and Tim, separating variables was not trivial. These students worked individually on the problem while occasionally comparing their solutions. Sarah first silently completed the separation of variables on her own paper and then helped her classmates Paul and Tim to catch up. In this episode, we attend primarily to Sarah as she interacts first with Phil and later with Tim. We italicize words in the transcript which we refer to later in the discussion or analyze in terms of resources.
2 Sarah: Alright, so where are you guys at? 3 Paul: I'm still trying to separate it. 4 Sarah: OK, um, one of the easiest ways is dividing the entire thing by this side, and then multiplying both sides by dx. 
We analyze line 4 first. Sarah responded to Paul's line 3 statement about separating variables in the equation by naming two procedures-dividing the whole equation ("the entire thing"') by one side of the equation ("this side") to get all the velocity terms on one side and then multiplying by dx to get the position terms on the other side of the equation. When she said "the entire thing", she underlined both the left and right sides of the equation in a single gesture, and when she said "this side", she circled the mg − bv 2 on the right side of the equation. We interpret this to mean that she was carrying out algebraic steps (dividing) on both sides of the equals sign, being careful to define by grouping what she was dividing with. For Sarah responding to Paul, separation happened by grouping one side of the equation, followed by dividing and then multiplying.
Later in the episode, Sarah helped Tim with his work as Paul observed their work silently (Paul had not "separated it" after his comment in line 5). In line 8, Tim stated the equation that all seemed to be working with. In line 10, he suggested something different from Sarah, namely, "bringing this dx over" to the other side of the equation. In line 11, Sarah affirmed that this idea of bringing over was equivalent to the multiplication she described to Paul earlier (or at least consistent with her act of multiplying), and then repeated her statement about division. As before, Sarah's ambiguous words about "this entire… expression" were accompanied by a vigorous circling gesture (during the word "entire") which we believe represents the procedure of grouping the several terms she was referring to (Tim's "mg minus bv squared" and not "the entire thing" that she described when talking to Paul). She concluded line 11 with a statement of the separated equation, mvdv=ðmg − bv 2 Þ ¼ dx.
In both cases, the grouping procedure preceded the division procedure; mathematically speaking, it was a necessary step before division could be used to successfully separate variables. But, in both cases, the verbal and gestural evidence of grouping came after the use of "division" in speech.
As with Phil (line 1), these students wished to separate the terms in the equation, but they described many more procedures to do so. We see Sarah grouping and dividing and then multiplying to arrive at a separated equation. We also see Tim moving terms by "bringing … over" a term from one side to the other. (We discuss other examples of moving in more detail below.)
Through her interactions with her group, Sarah shows that one way of separating is to think in terms of mulitplying and dividing while being careful about grouping terms that are to be part of the division. We represent the collection of Sarah's resources in a graph where the process of separation (which for Phil was a single action) in this example is made up of multiple procedures (see Fig. 2 ). In the graph, we indicate that grouping precedes dividing by using an arrow that the one leads to the other. We also indicate that Tim's moving by "bringing… over" is equivalent to Sarah's multiplying by using a double line like an equals sign.
B. Students move to separate
In a separate episode, two students, Simon, who was in control of the whiteboard marker, and Dan, who dominated the conversation, discussed separation of variables quite differently from Phil or Sarah. (Two other students in the group did not speak during this episode.) We have described the use of gesture in this episode elsewhere [39] . Here, we discuss the procedural resources used by the students. As before, we mark words we will return to by italicizing them. We use [square brackets] to describe gestures essential to understanding the text.
12 Simon: So then we're gonna shuffle things around There were several moments of ambiguity which suggest that Simon was unsure of what to do until Dan clarified. For example, in line 26, Simon asked which terms to move, and asked if he should only move the one term with v. Dan responded by making clear he meant the whole term, and Simon then accurately wrote down "mg minus c two v squared" (line 28). The gestures used by Dan at this point were consistent with other gestures he made in line 19: he bracketed the desired terms with fingers on either side. This bracketing gesture helped make sense of "them" (line 19) and "this whole term over there" (line 27) and stood in contrast to him simply pointing at "this" (line 19) when referring to the m in the equation.
Like Sarah, Dan was using gestures to indicate the grouping of terms.
Where Sarah had grouped, divided, and showed an equivalence between multiplication and moving (Fig. 2) , Dan was focusing only on grouping and moving without naming mathematical operations. Where Tim had only made an equivalence between multiplication and moving, Dan used moving to carry out the procedures of both multiplication (the dx in line 19) and division (the mg − c 2 v 2 and m later in line 19) .
As before, we make a graph of the resources used by one student in the group. We describe Dan in Fig. 3 , because he does most of the work here. In the resource graph, we see that separating only consists of grouping which precedes moving, like with Sarah.
C. Subtraction isn't a good choice
Our third episode of students separating variables contains a debate about which procedures are to be used. The students know that they must get all the terms of one sort to one side of the equation and all the others to the other side, but they are not sure how to do so. The students arrive at the correct answer, but their work is interesting to us because 39 Jared: (after a silence) So it's going to be m over mg minus bv squared dv dx equals one. Which is why we wanted to, because we wanted to have the one on the other side instead of a zero. So m dv over mg minus bv squared equals dx. Right?
Like Sarah and Dan, Jared used gestures to group terms and talked about moving terms, though he was more like Sarah in that he also talked about division, which Dan had not talked about.
In line 31, Jared introduced the idea of division, a step that was supported by Keith in line 32. Jared was clear that he was talking about "the whole entire term" (line 31), indicating the "mg minus bv squared" (from line 39) by drawing exaggerated parentheses in the air above his sheet of paper. This stands in contrast to Brian's question, in line 33, about which terms to divide by, the "term [with] just the v?" Brian's question was akin to Simon's question to Dan in lines 26 and 27. Jared responded by repeating his desire (like Sarah and Dan in their interactions) to use "this entire term", (line 34).
We note that Jared, in line 34, drew an equivalency between "pull[ing] this entire term over" and "divid[ing] by it." For Jared in this situation, moving was like division, but not like multiplication, as it was with Dan.
Later, Jared contrasted the procedure of pulling or division with the procedure of subtraction (line 38), which would lead to a zero and an inability to continue separating variables. We note that subtraction leading to a zero requires everything on that side of the equation to be subtracted, not just the v term, telling us that Jared was working with the grouped set of terms on the right side of the equation. Jared elaborated on his thinking about subtraction in line 39, talking about needing a "one on the other side instead of a zero." Having a 1 allowed for the implicit procedure (multiplication or moving is not specified) of the dx moving from the denominator on the left to the numerator on the right. A zero would not have allowed that (e.g., multiplying anything by zero leads to zero, so subtraction must be the wrong step to take).
We represent Jared's use of separation in the graph shown in Fig. 4 . As before, grouping is needed before one can divide, which in this case is equivalent to moving by "pulling over" from one side of the equation to the other. In contrast to Sarah, though, Jared suggests grouping before he mentions dividing, in line 31. Subtraction is considered, but it would lead to a "zero" which we describe as a canceling out because Jared describes it as ending the possibility of further work (in line 38). The idea is not pursued further by Jared or the others. Finally, though the dx term ended up on the other side of the equation from where it began, the group does not discuss multiplication or moving for it to have done so. As a result, multiplication is not part of the graph.
D. Subtraction and division without grouping
In the final episode of this paper, students used the same resources as have been named before, but some considered subtraction and division without also considering grouping. In this example, students are working with a slightly different equation, mdv=dt ¼ mg − cv, valid for v-dependent drag forces. Because of the length of the full discussion of separation of variables, we highlight only a one minute-long segment of the discussion before the students resolved their problems.
In our episode, Charlie was scribe, setting up the situation, while Bill and Derrick were the ones debating what to do. As the episode started, Charlie had written an incomplete equation on a whiteboard, but his head blocked the written work from our camera. Charlie, who started talking about the cv alone, recognized by the end that the two ideas (Bill's and Derrick's) needed to be resolved; we do not quote from the lengthy discussion that followed but note that they did, eventually, follow Derrick's suggestion.
We note similarities in this interaction and the previous ones. As a reminder: Phil used separation without explanation, Sarah grouped terms she manipulated mathematically while assisting Paul and Tim, Simon and Dan grouped and moved terms without using any mathematical language, and Jared considered subtraction while grouping, moving, and dividing to separate variables. Bill used moving to describe both multiplication (line 42) and subtraction (as we draw the parallel between line 42 and 44). Like Brian (line 33) and Simon (lines 24 and 26), Charlie and Bill were not grouping terms and instead were working with either the cv or the mg alone. In contrast, in lines 43 and 45, Derrick suggested dividing by "this whole side" with gestures that clearly indicated that he meant both terms, like Sarah (lines 4 and 11), Dan (lines 19, 25, and 27), and Jared (lines 31 and 34). Like Sarah (lines 4 and 11), Derrick grouped with gestures, indicated the grouping by talking about "this whole side", and multiplied, rather than moved, to have the differential term from the denominator on one side be in the numerator on the other side of the equation.
From this example, we observe the distinct procedures of grouping, subtraction, division, and multiplication. We observe Bill struggling to divide by cv (lines 41 and 42, leading to the one over cv) or subtract by mg (line 44, and possibly also 42) while not grouping. Also, we observe Derrick grouping and dividing and multiplying, without using the idea of subtraction.
We summarize Bill and Derrick's very different approaches in two graphs in Fig. 5 . In Bill's graph, we indicate the implied equivalence between moving and multiplication (of dt) as well as the more explicit equivalence of moving and subtracting.
V. DISCUSSION
In these four episodes, as well as the single statement by Phil in line 1, we observe a variety of mathematical actions including subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as moving and grouping. All have been used with the purpose of separation of variables, a necessary step in the particular problem that students were solving.
In this section, we discuss why these different mathematical actions can be thought of as procedural resources, highlight the importance of the grouping resource, and discuss the issue of expertise in separation. Finally, we discuss implications for teaching.
A. Theoretical issues around procedural resources
Earlier, we provided two different sets of criteria that help define resources. We find that the mathematical actions described in this paper are consistent with these criteria.
Mathematical actions as procedural resources
Consistent with Sayre and Wittmann [28] , we find ample evidence that the mathematical actions are "individual" and "reusable" parts of problem solving. They were not only used by multiple students, but by individual students at multiple times during a single episode. We find support for the idea of activation, namely, that the ideas were active in a given setting. We have ample evidence from our classes to know that these students could all group, divide, and so on. We find that some of these ideas were activated and some were not, in this setting. Furthermore, we find that the actions were connected to other actions, such as when grouping was named as a necessary element before one could divide. Finally, we observe that there was some level of internal structure to a given action. Where Phil may have had a single action of separation, the other students indicated that several resources were needed; we can think of separation as being made up of these resources, and return to this point below. In a second example, the resource of moving seemed to have elements of pointing and
Consistent with Scherr's analysis of the knowledge-inpieces model [17] , we also find ample evidence that these mathematical actions were mutually independent, contextdependent, and indeterminate. They were mutually independent as can be seen from the ways that the students used the individual actions in a variety of orders and invoked them separately from each other. Each group did something slightly different with these few mathematical actions. They were context-dependent in that some actions were useful in this setting, but others (for example, subtraction) were not going to lead to a solution of the problem. Finally, there was nothing inherently incorrect about these mathematical actions. Subtraction is subtraction, regardless of context. The idea itself was not correct or incorrect, only its use.
By naming mathematical actions "procedural resources," we expand the discussion of the use of mathematics in physics and allow some of the machinery associated with the resources framework to be associated with this area of study. We can talk about transfer, for example, while connecting to previous analysis of these issues [2] . We can analyze activation and how it relates to epistemological concerns [14] [15] [16] . In sum, identifying mathematical moves as procedural resources allows us to carry out analysis based on previous work on resources.
Modeling resources as parts of resources
One particular way we can make use of the resources framework is to help make sense of the scale and grain size of these procedural resources and how resources come together to form new resources. Here, we address Hammer et al. as they explain, "locally coherent sets of resources may, over time, become established as resources in their own right" [2] , seeking to bring detail to their statement.
The data suggest that the students' locally coherent set of resources were different. For Phil, there was a single resource (as there probably was for Sarah and Dan, as well, were they not working in a group setting). Sarah and Derrick used gestures to group and mathematical procedures to reorganize their equation. Dan used only gestures to both group and move. Jared used gestures and mathematics, but took the additional step of explicitly excluding the procedure of subtraction from the act of separation (at least in this context, because in others it might be perfectly reasonable). It is possible that Phil's single action of separation is simply the reification [31, 32] of locally coherent sets of resources.
The variety of local coherences suggests that there is no single path toward learning separation of variables, and that many different paths can lead to separation as a resource in its own right. We do not have the data to determine how the use of these resources develops in time. Would Jared eventually act like Sarah, who might later act like Dan, until they are all acting like Phil? Our data do not provide an answer. Further work would be needed to determine the details of locally coherent resources becoming resources of their own.
Our work suggests that coherence may be determined by one's group interactions, since Sarah and Dan both seemed to engage in discussion only because of their group members. Further study would be required in this area of resource creation.
Finally, our work suggests that resource compilation, reification, or creation is a process that requires further study. We cannot expect experts to carefully carry out every step of every problem; at some point, facility with new ideas is needed. At the same time, we expect experts to be able to "unpack" resources. We suggest that Sarah and Dan are engaged in such an unpacking, as they interact with their groups.
B. The importance of particular resources: Grouping
Grouping played an essential role in all four episodes Students in each episode (Tim, Simon, Brian, Bill, Charlie) questioned which terms one must move or divide by. The task of moving all of one variable to one side of the equation would suggest that one only move the terms that include that variable. Moving both the mg and the bv 2 together is not the obvious choice, unless one thinks ahead in the problem. The particular reason that grouping is needed is because the typical next step (of multiplying by the dx) would lead to mixed terms if one only subtracted or divided by bv 2 .
Some students talked about dividing or moving before they defined what they were dividing by or moving. Sarah (lines 4 and 11) and Derrick (line 43) talked about dividing and only then about grouping. Jared (line 31 and 24) wanted to "pull the whole term over," so the pull preceded the definition of what he was pulling. Maybe these students knew what they were moving or pulling or dividing by before they spoke. Our data cannot give us further information.
A different solution lies in a different order of operations. Rather than moving the mg − bv 2 term first, Dan created a mathematical solution that created a grouped term to manipulate next. Dan (line 19) moved the dx first, which basically required grouping as it came to multiply ðmg − bv 2 Þ, creating parentheses which indicated the grouping that happened (as Simon wrote in line 22). The difference in order made the problem of identifying grouped terms easier.
We note that grouping typically happened with a gesture. Dan and Derrick used their thumb and a finger to bracket mg − bv 2 , indicating what they were about to move or divide by. Sarah circled the two terms. Jared indicated parentheses around the terms, much like Simon wrote. For all these students, gesture were an important act in grouping. From our data, we cannot tell if this was because of the role of gesture in explanations in a group environment or if it is related to something more fundamental about the role of gesture in our thinking.
C. Resources and expertise
We have already mentioned the issue of unpacking an idea as a type of expertise and suggested that Sarah and Dan showed this level of expertise. In this section, we discuss further issues that relate to expertise.
Given that all the groups successfully separated variables, we note large differences in their ease of carrying out the procedure. Phil flew through the task. Dan was only slowed down by Simon's writing. Sarah could have moved on easily, were it not for helping Paul and Tim. Jared's group struggled. Derrick's group was mired in the longest discussion of all these groups, mostly because they were not grouping terms correctly.
Our discussion of these observations is tied to the number of ideas they had to keep in mind, and the limited ability of working memory to consider too many ideas at once. Derrick's group was caught by not having included a necessary resource. Jared's group had many questions and procedures to consider: what is the consequence of subtraction? a canceling that is not desired; is pulling over the same as division? and what do we divide by? To think of all those things and consider them carefully would slow any group down. Sarah, in contrast, had a clear task to convey and did so twice. Phil just solved the problem and moved on, treating the act of separation as a single procedure.
We expect of our students that they learn to solve problems quickly, including carrying out certain mathematical steps automatically. This might be a kind of quick pattern matching, or it might be the reification of locally coherent sets of resources into a single resource. If we think of resources as chunks of working memory, as suggested above, we suggest that a single chunk of separation can be worked with easily (as Phil does), but that the use of additional procedural resources requires additional work and slows students down (as Dan and Sarah seem to be slowed by their groups or Jared by his many considerations). Of course, part of the slowness comes from having to name and elaborate what is meant by the procedures.
A different kind of expertise can be found in Jared, in a way that is not observed in the other students. Jared considered more than one method for solving the problem and was able to account for why this method was incorrect. That kind of thinking required that he be working with the sub-pieces of separation rather than the resource itself. This second definition of expertise is about the ability to analyze situations in detail and understand not just what works but also what doesn't.
The resources analysis provided in this paper allows for multiple forms of expertise to be discussed within the theoretical framework.
D. Implications for teaching
In this paper, we have looked closely at students solving one part of a many part problem. The differences in student actions suggest some of the difficulty of teaching students about a topic like separation of variables. Given the importance of the topic in intermediate and advanced physics (including when solving partial differential equations), and given the role of algebraic manipulation in all of physics, the insights gathered from this paper have implications for our teaching.
First, applying a resources perspective to mathematical actions expands the implications of pedagogical suggestions made in the literature [23, 48] . On a theoretical level, we have not engaged with the implication that mathematical actions are thoughts, an issue which would require a longer exploration of work in the learning sciences (see, for example, the work of Nemirovsky and collaborators [49] [50] [51] [52] ). Taking this perspective would provide us with a foundation for modeling group interactions and group reasoning, a useful tool when our data come from authentic classroom group activities, like in this paper. On a more concrete level, we should expect to find variety in students' mathematical work much like we find it in their conceptual reasoning, and we should also be providing them with problems to solve in which a greater variety of mathematical reasoning is possible.
Second, students have a multitude of ways of correctly solving this problem. Taken more generally, physics problems typically have multiple solutions. As an instructor, it is important to recognize all these solution pathways and to recognize their value and their shortcomings. It may be that one is more effective than the other, such as Dan effectively multiplying by dx before dividing by mg − bv 2 . Knowing what to suggest to a student at a given moment requires an understanding of the variety of student thinking as has been provided in this paper. Third, our students had the most difficulty with grouping terms. Where other procedural resources in this paper had formal mathematical names (subtract, divide, etc.), grouping has associated mathematical representations (using parentheses correctly) but does not have as formal a name. Simply being aware that students struggle with this idea might be of help to an instructor, or a more direct intervention might be developed.
VI. CONCLUSION
The mathematical procedure of separation of variables is common to upper division physics and is a common tool used when solving first order differential equations. Students begin to learn the procedure in their post-introductory courses. In our study, the first course in which students used the idea in physics was Intermediate Mechanics.
In this paper, we have argued that there are multiple procedural resources that can be brought into problem solving, and that these resources are used in different combinations by different groups of students. We consider those resources which are procedural, rather than conceptual, because we can more easily observe the use of a specific procedure than we could infer the concepts a student might have when carrying it out. These procedural resources fulfill the criteria set forth by Sayre and Wittmann [28] and Scherr [17] .
We have discussed the need for creating new resources (or compiling or reifying existing networks of resources) as a way of making problem solving more efficient, an expertlike behavior. We have suggested that the episodes we present are pathways to the creation of this new resource, separation, and have shown one example (Phil, in line 1) of what the use of this resource might look like. We have also shown what it looks like when students are not using a single resource to separate variables, including when they are evaluating which resources to use and choosing not to use some. In the process, we have discussed how multiple forms of expertise can be described within a resources framework.
Extensions of this work might be found in several areas. We have suggested two. First, if we consider mathematical actions as a kind of thought, we raise questions about the nature of knowledge in a social and material context, a topic we have discussed previously [39, 53, 54] . Second, an awareness of the variability in students' mathematical thinking is an essential element of advanced physics instruction. In particular, focusing on the utility of a resource, rather than its correctness, allows for a refinement of our model of teaching [48] . Speer and colleagues have investigated teacher understanding of the ideas that students bring to the college-level classroom for example [55, 56] . For instance, a student solving a similar problem on an examination (as described in Ref. [57] ) used the variational principle to solve this problem-a perfectly valid and correct approach, though one rarely used by physics faculty, in our experience. Other extensions might be to investigate the use of procedural resources over time and in new contexts, to study the interactions of procedural and epistemological resources, or to define how procedural resources are parts of larger networks of ideas, such as in coordination class theory [5, 58, 59] .
Using the resources framework, we are able to make sense of students' differences while also showing what they have in common. Our contribution, then, is both to the knowledge of students' uses of mathematics in a physics classroom and to the development of a model of knowledge that plays a central role in our research community.
